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WE ARE THE 
LEADING 
E-LEARNING
PLATFORM  IN
DECEPTION
DETECTION
WORLDWIDE

Founded in 2012, the European Polygraph

Academy (EPA) is a certified school by the

European Polygraph Association and the Israeli

Computerized Polygraph Association (ICPA).

Thanks to our e-Learning platform, EPA

provides polygraph courses with an unbeatable

price and the most relevant training in

comparison with other education programs.

The academy has several partner organizations

in different countries of Europe and America

where students must complete an internship

after finishing the theoretical training



ABOUT US
The European Polygraph Academy arises from the need of 

expanding the Forensic Psychophysiology knowledge through 

Europe and the rest of the world.

More than 15 years of experience in Polygraph Training validates 

the competence of our staff.

In our efforts towards extending the practice of Polygraph at 

affordable prices, we have developed an e-Learning platform 

with courses available to students from all over the world.

We have qualified coaches to mentor our students from day one, 

ensuring that any questions will be fully answered in less than 24 

hours. Our key premise is that each student can fulfill their 

individual training needs instantly and openly, without schedules, 

saving time and investing it for a better future through a 

successful career development.



WHY CHOOSE OUR
COURSES?
OUR COMMITMENT

No space-time barrier Save of time and money Adjustable training

You can be part of the training 

from anywhere! Lessons and 

contents are available every day, 

all the times. This helps you

optimizing the time invested in 

polygraph training.

Our online Courses are 4 times less 

expensive than traditional 

education. You won't have to 

spend money and time traveling 

and attending a course without 

flexible schedules.

EPA has countless resources and 

techniques for our students’ needs, 

always available at our virtual 

campus. Move at you own pace 

with a very flexible but formal study 

program.



Ease of study Fresh contents Smart interaction

No last-minute study for arranged

tests. In our E-learning platform

they will be ready for you whenever

you're ready to take them. We

believe that learning without

pressure is the best way for

everyone.

Find the latest resources and

studies in the Lie Detection Field

added in each lesson and virtual

library, keeping the platform

updated with the latest news and

scientific discoveries.

We encourage our students to

share information and experiences

via Forum, Chat and many other

tools in our e-Learning platform as

well as keep visiting the online

library even if the course is

completed.



Never stop preparing 
yourself because every day

you can learn something
new.

TODAY IS THE DAY!



A CAREER WITH A GREAT JOB PROSPECT

IF YOU ARE A PERSON

WITH:

THIS CAREER IS FOR

YOU

Intuition and determination

Professional discretion

Sense of justice

Analytical skills

Honesty

Independence of decision



OUR COURSES PROFITS

Our courses are certified by the

most established and prominent

international associations such

as the Europolygraph and ICPA

(Israel), and legally valid as the

ones given by other associations

as APA.

All our students are able to

surpass 70% of the

maximum mark required thanks

to the ease of study offered .

We put at the disposal of

students and members a very

extensive compilation of papers

and books related to

detecting deception and the

presumption of

credibility.

Academic Titles Quality education Online library



BASIC TRAINING PROGRAM
90 READINGS
10 TEACHING UNITS

450 HOURS OF STUDY AND COMMITMENT

Study from the history of the polygraph to methods used nowadays

in the screening tests of the Psychophysiological Detection of

Deception, through the biological and physiological bases of the

polygraph technique, as well as the software proficiency with

Stoelting CPS Pro, Lafayette LX, Limestone and Axciton.

In order to pass the course, the average of 70% of the maximum

possible score is required. On top of that, each student is

expected to complete at least 24 hours of internship in a

polygraph center closer to their place of residence.

ACCESS TO E-LIBRARY
INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATES
1 YEAR EUROPOLYGRAPH MEMBERSHIP

1350  €  POSSIBILITY OF PAYMENT IN MONTHLY FEES

https://europolygraph.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Curso-Basico-Psicofisiolog�a-forense-15-ECTS-Ingles-Reducido.pdf
https://europolygraph.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Curso-Basico-Psicofisiolog�a-forense-15-ECTS-Ingles-Reducido.pdf


MASTER IN FORENSIC 
PSYCHOPHISIOLOGY

Explore further fields than Polygraph such as: Neurolinguistics, 
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), Cognitive Evoked 
Potentials (P300 Wave), Vocal Stress Analysis, Facial 
Thermography, Non-verbal Communication (NVC), Eye Tracking 
System and others, used in Credibility Assessment.

After  completing our Program and obtaining the Master's Degree 
in Forensic Psychophysiology,  our alumni are not only at the 
forefront of this  field but ready to achieve great career success

160 READINGS
18 TEACHING UNITS

750 HOURS OF STUDY AND COMMITMENT

ACCESS TO E-LIBRARY
INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATES
2 YEAR EUROPOLYGRAPH MEMBERSHIP

2250  €  POSSIBILITY OF PAYMENT IN MONTHLY FEES

https://europolygraph.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Curso-Master-Internacional-Psicofiosiolog�a-Forense-25-ECTS-Ingles-Reducido.pdf
https://europolygraph.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Curso-Master-Internacional-Psicofiosiolog�a-Forense-25-ECTS-Ingles-Reducido.pdf


EPA TRAINING PROGRAM 
UNIT 1: HISTORY, DEVELOPMENT AND EVOLUTION OF THE POLYGRAPH

UNIT 2: FUNDAMENTALS OF PSYCHOBIOLOGY

UNIT 3: THE ORGANIZATION OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

UNIT 4: CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

UNIT 5: EMOTION AND SITUATIONAL ANXIETY

UNIT 6: METHODS AND PROTOCOLS

UNIT 7: POLYGRAPH INSTRUMENTATION AND EQUIPMENT

UNIT 8: CHART SCORING AND INTERPRETATION

UNIT 9: INFORMATION AND REPORT WRITING

UNIT 10: LAW, ETHICS, AND THE FUNDAMENTALS OF POLYGRAPH PRACTICE

UNIT 11: LIE DETECTION TECHNIQUES (I)

UNIT 12: LIE DETECTION TECHNIQUES (II)

UNIT 13: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LYING

UNIT 14: INTERROGATION AND INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES

UNIT 15: MENTAL DISORDERS AND LYING

UNIT 16: POLYGRAPH FOR SEX OFFENDER MANAGEMENT

UNIT 17: FUNCTIONAL MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (FMRI)

UNIT 18: LIE DETECTION WITH THE POTENTIAL P300

(*) Available in: English & Spanish

(*)



PROFESSIONAL 
INTERNSHIP

REGULAR INTERNSHIP 24 HOURS 450 € 

EXTENDED INTERNSHIP 40 HOURS 750 €

Once you have finished your chosen Training Program

(Basic Training or Master in Psychophysiology) you will

need to complete a Professional Internship, where you will

be able to get technical teaching and real instruction in

Polygraph assessments.

You'll be supervised while using the devices getting to

learn everything you need for your future career and you

will get training in real cases.



Academic 
Excellence Awards

OUTSTANDING STUDENT

MEDAL

It is awarded to our outstanding

students who exceed 70% of the

maximum possible score.

MEDAL FOR

EXCELLENCE

It is awarded as a symbol of

recognition of our devoted students

who exceeded 80% of the maximum

possible score

MEDAL OF

HONOR

It is awarded as the highest merit

to Summa Cum Laude students

who surpassed the 90% of the

maximum possible score

We recognize the excellence, hard

work, effort and commitment of our

students, granting them with special

distinctions included in each

certificate of completion.



CERTIFICATES AND 
DIPLOMAS



EUROPOLYGRAPH MEMBER 
CERTIFICATES



CERTIFICATES ELP
EUROPEAN LEARNING PARTNER

Promoting quality education in polygraphy, EUROPOLYGRAPH, together 
with the European Polygraph Academy (EPA) has designed an 
innovative blended learning system, that allows unlimited access to 
professional training in Forensic Psychophysiology.

With our dual training method, each student receives the theoretical-
scientific content through a modern eLearning platform. This system 
allows students to have progress based on their own studying 
dedication. Our platform is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and it 
can be used from anywhere on the planet! All that is needed is a 
computer and internet connection.

This theoretical instruction can be complemented with a PRACTICUM, in 
which our students are assisted by professionals instructors and/or 
experienced examiners in their first real polygraph exams, highlighting 
which are the necessary skills for our profession.

This educational modality is possible by virtue of the agreements signed 
between the EPA and the organizations participating in the 
Europolygraph Learning Partner (ELP) program, which comply with a 
series of academic requirements and training standards established by 
the EPA. Each ELP undergoes periodic inspections to guarantee its 
quality and optimal performance.

https://europolygraph.org/en/training/
https://europolygraph.org/en/training/


CONTACT US
FOR INQUIRIES

EMAIL ADDRESS
info@polygraph.academy

PHONE NUMBER
+44 7523 768736

WHATSAPP
 N U M B ER

+44 7756 249424




